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The following should cover the entire project duration. 

Summary of project objectives 
(10 lines max)

The better performance of Meteo-France's operational wave model (MFWAM) in many regions of the
world ocean (e.g. around Hawaii) shows that ECMWF wave forecasts can probably be improved by 
using different parametrizations for wind-wave generation and dissipation. However, MFWAM results
are not consistent with expect wind stress variability. Our objective is thus to develop wave and 
boundary layer parametrizations to arrive at a consistent treatment of the both wave evolution and 
wind stress, leading to improved forecast capabilities in the context of the coupled atmosphere-waves 
IFS system. Wet considers both high wind conditions in extra-tropical storms of the North Atlantic, 
for which the stress at a given wind speed is expected to decrease with wave age, and low wind 
conditions on the global scale for which swells are known to modify the air-sea momentum flux. The 
first effect that is already taken into account in the IFS, but its magnitude is still debated. The swell 
effect will probably require a modification of the boundary layer parametrization. 

Summary of problems encountered
(If you encountered any problems of a more technical nature, please describe them here. )

The project has been delayed as the main PI, F. Ardhuin has been requested in September 2014 to take
the chairmanship of a 80 people lab and merging with another 30 people. This has led to the 
opportunity to combine the special project with an internal Ph.D. thesis work for one of the lab 
engineers, L. Pineau-Guillou, who has an extensive experience in storm surge and water level 
modelling. She has taken up the modelling and analysis tasks after two visits at ECMWF in June 
2015, and has been working on this project 50% of her time in 2015. We thank ECMWF for the warm
welcome she received and J.R. Bidlot for helping along after a formal one week training in 2015. 

Experience with the Special Project framework 
(Please let us know about your experience with administrative aspects like the application 
procedure, progress reporting etc.)

Experience with Special Project framework is very positive. We thank Service Desk for their fast 
assistance and J. R. Bidlot for kindly helping in case of technical problems.

Summary of results
(This section should comprise up to 10 pages and can be replaced by a short summary plus an 
existing scientific report on the project.)

1. Objectives
The objective is to analyse the drag variability caused by the sea state and to estimate its impact on
winds.  Five  parameterizations  have  been  tested,  including  ECMWF  default  parameterization
(Janssen 1991), and MFWAM parameterization (Ardhuin et al.; 2010). In order to have a statistical
approach, experiments have been led on 10 storms at mid-latitude in North East Atlantic.

2. Events selection
Events have been selected from analysis of ERA-Interim database (Dee et al. 2011). This database
is a global atmospheric reanalysis produced by ECMWF, covering period 1979-up to now (database
being continuously updated). The grid is a reduced Gaussian grid, with a spectral truncation T255,
corresponding to a horizontal resolution of about 80 km. The vertical resolution is of 60 levels, with
the top of the atmosphere located at 0.1 hPa. The temporal resolution is of 30 minutes, and outputs
are very 3 hours. 
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Analysis  has been undertaken over the 10 last  years  (2005-2014) and restricted to  our area of
interest: North East Atlantic, from 30°W to 10°E and 30°N to 65°N. Over these 10 years, the more
energetic events have been selected, from both criteria: surface wind speed higher than 32 m/s and
MSL (Mean Sea Level) pressure lower than 975 hPa. Analysis showed that 29 storms matched these
criteria. They have been classified according to wind speed, and the 10 more energetic events are
summarised in Table 1. Wind, MSL Pressure and SWH (Significant Wave Height) come from ERA-
Interim Analysis, whereas Wind Gust and Total Precipitation come from ERA-Interim Forecast (not
available in ERA-Interim Analysis), which explains the incoherence for Klaus storm, where wind
gust is smaller than wind speed (37.8 m/s, compared with 41.8 m/s). The storm names have been
attributed thanks to DWD (German Meteorological Office) synoptic charts. When the storm is too
far from Europe, no name has been attributed (see for example storm of 8 th December 2016, which
has evolved close to Iceland and Greenland). Sometimes, a primary system is followed by a second
one; in this  case, several names are mentioned (see for example Kaat/Lilli  for the 25 th January
2014).

Table 1: Maximum of wind, wind gust, Significant Wave Height (SWH), minimum of Mean Sea Level Pressure 
(MSLP) and total precipitation over 24 hours for the 10 more energetic events, based on ERA-Interim analysis 
on North East Atlantic (30°E 10°W 30°N 65°N) and over period 2005-2014. Wind, MSL pressure and Significant 
Wave Height (Hs) come from ERA-Interim Analysis, whereas Wind Gust and Total Precipitation come from 
ERA-Interim Forecast (not available in ERA-Interim Analysis).

3. Experiments
Configuration for sensitivity tests is Integrated Forecasting System (cycle CY41r1) at resolution
T1279  (~16  km)  coupled  to  the  0.25°  resolution  (~27  km)  WAM using  24  directions  and  30
frequencies. Experiments have been carried out, starting from operational analyses and going up to
120 h (5 days). Output data are every 3 hours (instead of 12 h by default). Experiments, conducted
in the framework of the project are presented Table 2.
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Table 2: Experiments conducted in the framework of the project.

Tests have shown that influence of resolution on results was significant. For this reason, T1279
resolution (~16 km) has been chosen instead of T511 initial resolution T511 (~39 km).

4. Parameterizations
Five parameterizations have been tested:

 uncoupling WAM/IFS - experiment b0hi,
 coupling WAM/IFS with ECMWF default  parameterization (Janssen 1991) -  experiment

b0hd,
 coupling  WAM/IFS with  MFWAM parameterization  (Ardhuin  et  al.  2010)  -  experiment

b0hf,
 coupling  WAM/IFS  with  wave  age  dependant  parameterization  (Oost  et  al.  2002)  –

experiment b0hg,
 coupling WAM/IFS with  empirically-derived Charnock parameterization – experiment

b0hh.

Empirically-derived Charnock parameterization aims at confining the drag coefficient, in order to
keep physical values (i.e. lower than 3.5 10-3 by high winds, as measured by Powell et al. 2003, see
Figure  1).  As  the  Charnock  parameter  is  exchanged  between  WAM  and  IFS,  it  is  modified
according the following formula:
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if wind is higher than threshold:

if wind is lower than threshold: 

where β is  Charnock parameter,  βcst is  a  constant  value,  βmean  is  extracted from tables  of mean
Charnock computed from one year of simulation (2014, experiment b0he, see Table 2), and α is a
constant valued between 0 and 1 aiming at reducing the Charnock variability. Values applied for
experiment b0hh are:

  threshold=15 m/s,
  βmean=tables computed from one year of simulation,
  βcst=0.02,
  α=0.5.
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Figure 1: Drag coefficient measured for very high wind in tropical cyclones (Powell et. al 2003)

4. Results

4.1 Charnock parameter and drag coefficient
Figures 2 and 3 show Charnock parameter and drag coefficient during Kaat and Lilli storms, with
ECMWF default parameterization and empirically-derived Charnock parameterization. For default
parameterization, drag values are probably overestimated for high winds. Modelled drag coefficient
can reach 0.004 for winds between 20 and 25 m/s, whereas observed drag coefficient for high wind
speeds in tropical cyclones are lower than 0.003 (Powell et al.; 2013, see Figure 1). This could be due
to an excess of energy level in the high wavenumber tail of the wave spectrum (Bidlot et al.; 2015).
Results  show that  objective  of  empirically-derived  Charnock  parameterization  is  reached,  with
lower drag values. 

Figure 4 shows Charnock parameter and drag coefficient during Kaat and Lilli storms, for the five
tested parameterizations. All  parameterizations show quite high drag values, except empirically-
derived  Charnock  parameterization,  which  give  drag  values  quite  similar  to  uncoupled  model.
MFWAM parameterization shows the  stronger  values  of  drag,  this  is  probably  du to  a  lack of
adjustment  of  some  parameters,  which  will  have  to  be  optimized  (e.g.  BETAMAX,  ZALP,
TAUWSHELTER, ALPHA).
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Figure 2: Charnock parameter during Kaat and Lilli storms (from 23rd to 27th January 2014), with ECMWF
default parameterization (left) and empirically-derived Charnock parameterization (right)

Figure 3: Drag coefficient during Kaat and Lilli storms (from 23rd to 27th January 2014), with ECMWF default
parameterization (left) and empirically-derived Charnock parameterization (right)

Figure 4: Charnock parameter (left) and drag coefficient (right) during Kaat and Lilli storms (from 23rd to 27th

January 2014), for the five tested parameterizations

 
4.2 Impact of coupling on winds

Comparisons between coupled and uncoupled simulations are presented  Figure 5. As previously
described by Janssen et al. (2005) and other ECMWF reports, the coupling enhances the Charnock
coefficient  for  high winds.  This  enhancement  yields  a  higher  drag  coefficient  and higher  wind
stress, which is partly compensated by a reduced wind speed at 10 m as the atmospheric boundary
layer adjusts. There is a strong debate in the scientific community on what should be the right level
of the drag coefficient Cd and its dependence on wave age. Many studies suggest that the Cd should
not  exceed  0.003  (e.g.  Powell  et  al.  2003,  Jarosz  et  al.  2007).  There  is  also  a  known strong
difference between wind speeds from ECMWF and other wind estimates. In particular, ECMWF
winds above 20 m/s are typically 10% lower than NCEP (e.g. Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013), which can
have a big impact on extreme sea states (Hanafin et al., 2012). Our working hypothesis is that the
wave-atmosphere coupling used at ECMWF introduces some realistic variability of the wind stress,
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but that the level of the stress at high wind may be too high, which would be compatible with low
bias in the wind speeds. Empirically-derived Charnock parameterization allows clearly confining
Charnock and drag to lower values, leading to less lower winds. 

a) Charnock b) Drag coefficient c) Wind stress d) Wind

Figure 5: Charnock parameter (a), drag coefficient (b), wind stress (c) and wind (d) uncoupling (first line), 
coupling with ECMWF default parameterization (second line) and empirically-derived Charnock 
parameterization (third line) – second and third lines are differences with first line.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

This  project  showed  impact  of  different  drag  parameterizations  on  winds.  Empirically-derived
Charnock parameterization allows clearly confining Charnock and drag to lower values, leading to
higher wind speeds compared to the operational setting. Further work is ongoing in order to use
independent  buoys,  platforms  and satellite  data.  Preliminary  result  confirm that  ECMWF wind
speeds  are  biased  low for  wind speeds  above 20 m/s,  and the  proposed parameterizations  can
improve on this (see Special Project 2016-2018 Improvement of wind stress parameterization in
coupled  wave-atmospheric  models).  However,  the  IPHYS=1  (MFWAM)  option  is  not  a  good
choice for a coupled system as it tends to give larger drag coefficients and even lower wind speeds
than the operational setting. 
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List of publications/reports from the project with complete references

No publication/report has yet been completed, but a paper is in preparation.

Future plans
(Please let us know of any imminent plans regarding a continuation of this research activity, in particular if 
they are linked to another/new Special Project.)

Project is linked with on going Special Project “Improvement of wind stress parameterization in 
coupled wave-atmospheric models” covering period 2016-2018.
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